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There is a conundrum that underlies much of state and federal education policy: while the aim of many policies is for schools to prepare students for long-term success, like college and career readiness, those same schools are often held accountable for their contributions to student growth over much shorter time periods.

Under the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), a majority of states now include student growth estimates, not just achievement at a single point in time, in accountability measures.

Under ESSA, 47 states plan to use student growth as an accountability indicator; 33 states weight growth the same or more than achievement. Most use current year test scores and data from only one or two years prior to calculate growth.

These measures have consequences for schools, as well as teachers and students: ESSA requires states to identify and intervene in the bottom 5% of schools. Growth measures used by states are often based on student test scores from two to three years of data. However, many school goals under federal and state policy involve improving much longer-term student outcomes, including preparing students for success in college. Despite the increased use of growth measures, little research to date has investigated the implications of this discrepancy for school accountability.

This study begins to close that gap by examining how much rank orderings of schools change when estimates of student growth are made in short- versus long-term timespans. We used MAP Growth assessment data from a cohort of students in grades 2 through 6 in a state that tests students in math and reading in fall and spring of each year, to estimate the contributions of 570 schools to students’ growth throughout elementary school. Our research investigated how different the rankings of school effectiveness would be when based on:

• fall to spring growth from one year,
• spring to spring growth over three years, or
• spring to spring growth over all of elementary school.

While growth during elementary schools is not a perfect proxy for a student’s college readiness, research shows that longer-term growth is more associated with outcomes like college enrollment than growth from shorter time periods.

Estimates of school contributions to student growth varied greatly depending on timespan examined

The results showed that there is little relation between estimates of school contributions to growth for a single school year and growth over the course of elementary school. Estimates based on fall-to-spring test score gains from a single year are only correlated with estimates of student growth between spring of second and sixth grade at .10 or below.

School rankings in accountability systems likely differ for short-term versus long-term measures

Even when expanding the model to measure growth over two years (the most common timespan used by states to estimate growth under ESSA), schools identified as low-performing would likely differ from those that would be identified as such if the timespan were expanded to include all of elementary school. More specifically, increasing the timespan to estimate school contributions to student growth over two years improved the correlation of estimates that include grades 2 to 6 (generally, correlations of around .50). Research suggests that determinations made under accountability policies, like those under ESSA, designed to identify extremely low- and high-performing teachers or schools are likely to differ when estimates correlate below .90. Thus, the correlations of .50 were low enough that different schools would likely be identified as low-performing under ESSA when using short-term growth versus growth during the entire span of elementary school, which has been shown to correlate with indicators of college readiness.

In sum, we find that estimated school effectiveness is highly sensitive to timespan, suggesting that short-term accountability policies could produce unintended consequences relative to long-term goals, like preparing students for college.
Compound polynomial model-estimate plot of achievement scores for reading and math by subject and test administration. The model reflects seasonal learning patterns, including the sawtooth in fall-to-spring data representing summer learning loss. Brackets show time spans used in estimates of school contributions to growth.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Ensure policies holding schools accountable for student growth are not at odds with desired long-term student outcomes like college readiness.

By expanding accountability measures to include student growth, states are taking a positive step for long-term student success. Research suggests that holding schools accountable for growth rather than static achievement alone is likely to support efforts around college readiness and that growth is often a better predictor of college readiness than static achievement. The findings of this study suggest that policymakers should engage in a broader conversation about how to hold schools accountable to best support student success and provide the aligned supports for continuous school improvement.

Reexamine and refine how schools are held accountable.

Under federal policy, helping students finish high school, preparing them for college, and closing opportunity gaps that disproportionately affect students of color and economically disadvantaged students are primary aims of the educational system. All of these involve contributions of schools to the long-term growth of their students. This study showed that associations between those long-term estimates and the ones based on shorter-term growth—as typically used under ESSA—differed in statistical and practical significance.

While the current study could not estimate school contributions to student growth through their full kindergarten and 12th grade educations, it revealed a discrepancy between the long-term goals of policy and the short-term nature of accountability that could undermine our best efforts to prepare students for their futures.

As we work together to improve schools and systems, the measures we use to hold schools accountable, and, importantly, how we intervene in schools identified as low-performing, it is important to consider long-term, as well as short-term growth. This may be a useful lever for differentiating support when identifying a school for turnaround.
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